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THE TRINITY STORY

Let´s take you back to the year 2015 when Powerslide launched the very first 125mm Triskates. Whilst most 
skaters where positive and open for this new challenge, we also received some strong rejection and hate 
from various associations and competitors. They didn´t believe in the Triskate concept of using three big 
wheels and thought we are crazy. But we stuck to our guns and proved them wrong, when we smashed the 
track record at the world´s biggest marathon – The Berlin Marathon. At this time the mounting standard for 
skates was based on just two points – one in the front under the bale and a second one under the heel.

In the years following,125mm wheels have become THE MUST HAVE essential in marathon races and ALL 
brands now o�er three wheel skates.



WHY DID WE CREATE A NEW MOUNTING STANDARD?

SO WHAT DID WE DO?

SO WHAT DID WE WANT?

It was inevitable that with bigger wheels a skates center of gravity would become more important, the 
force would get higher too (more torque), so the support needed from the frame and its mounting system 
would become even more critical. We at Powerslide, as the pioneers of big wheels, are aware of these facts 
and looked for solutions to make skates not only faster, but also more secure, agile and with better control. 

We wanted:

-A mounting system that is as low as possible for ALL wheel sizes and setups
-To make the connection between the boot and frame more stable
-To add more control and better balance

We looked at di�erent sports, various fixations in di�erent areas of the boots and at other disciplines of 
skating. We knew for example that for a long time inline hockey frames have used front wings forming a 
channel for one simple reason:

- To lower the center of gravity and create a wider and stronger mounting platform

Hockey is the fastest game in the world and the lower the skate is the easier it is to maneuver, easier to 
handle and easier to control. This was our goal and mission for the new TRINITY frame concept. The cons-
truction of hockey skates inspired us to create a three-point mounting frame, where we placed the two 
front mounting points outside of the frame using wings like in hockey frames forming a deep grooved chan-
nel for the wheels. It was only natural for us to integrate the X-Slot Mounting into our TRINITY 3-point moun-
ting frames as well. This gives the skater the option of shifting their frames to the front or back and even si-
deways. This enables them to customize the frame position under their boots to their skating skills and 
needs, to optimize their performance. 



BENEFITS OF THE PATENTED
TRINITY 3-POINT
MOUNTING STANDARD
Lowest possible center of gravity
Amazing power transfer and push
Faster and better acceleration
Easier control of edges
More balance and control
Better control for jumps and gaps
More control and power for slides
More sensitive and easier to control the boots
Less vibration and reduced muscle fatigue
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THE WORLD OF TRINITY – ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES TO
CREATE YOUR DREAM SKATE

THE EVOLUTION OF TRINITY

iThe Powerslide TRINITY mounting system isn´t only a performance revolution, it´s also a full customization 
system. Speed, fitness, urban and o�-road all have di�erent demands, so therefore TRINITY allows you to 
choose the best options which suits your skating and budget. You can even create an ice skate with Trinity – 
nothing is impossible. Check out the TRINITY custom world!

TRINITY POWER Mounting (long mount)
Within the shortest time TRINITY mounting was established in the market across all di�erent skating disciplines. But 
Speedskaters are very particular about their equipment, always striving for improvements to beat their rivals. Together 
with our world class team we tested a LONG TRINITY Mounting where the rear mounting block was shifted further under 
the heel to help the skater to ‘sit back’ whilst skating for a stronger and longer push. The TRINITY POWER Mounting was 
born and is only available for custom boots!



TRINITY X – MORE SIDE TO SIDE ADJUSTMENT

Trinity X with enlarged IAS - Individual Alignment System 
It was time to update the best mounting system in the world and make it even better. TRINITY is the most suc-
cessful and versatile mounting system ever created, with more and more skaters worldwide enjoying the “TRI-
NITY feeling”.
Not only did we add more frame options in 4 wheels, such as 90mm, 80mm and 110mm but we also made the 
adjustable side to side range better. So now on all new Powerslide shells using V, Alpha, X-shell, carbon com-
pression shell, and also the TRINITY adaptor, have had their slots made wider with an added 4mm increase in 
side to side adjustment to find the perfect position and balance for every foot. The best just got better.
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